But for you Astrology, Antiquity, and Anthropology Scholars and

Scientist who have spent years and Billions of Dollars trying to make
the Earth synchronize in orbits with, Mercury, Venus, Mars, and Jupiter
FORGET IT! It never happened. For a good reason.
The American Indien knew by the orbit œomparisons at‘a given point
the number of years that had passed since an event. '
Just what the event could possible be, you would have .to understand o
Ancient traditional. Indian thinking and it would surprise alot of people.
Now! The event plus the Planet orbit comparisons, is the FUTURE!
The FITTLTRE to what? Again we come to the Logics of the American Indian
and what event could possibly have top priority that would satisfy human
desires, spiritual f`ulfíllrr.ent, and the completeness of a human life span.
Fvery scholar, scientist, and government Official that is working or
did work the Indian and collected data can see it but cannot explain
or understand it.
THE INDIAN IS ÍHIAITING FOR AN EVENT TO FAPPEN, THAT HE OR SHE CANNOT EXPLAIN.
Whatever this event could possible be , it has top priority and cannot
be superceded by money, wealth, religion, or human sexual fulfillments.
I have seen many Indians play the imitari imago game of t_ne White Man but when it dame time_for1 advancement into
the world of no
retur‘n, the
Indian responded to Tribal Genetic Commands by going on a journey in
which belongings, wealth, money were thrown away including marriages
to nonIndians,„ not because the Indian did not love this individual and
Indians do have a hard time turning offlove for`an individual, but because the unknown event had top priority. But the tribal gentic
top
prioŕity does not stbp just where Indians exist on reservations because
the _unknown event has legal continuum connotations and one does not need
an Astrology Chart to' predict what will happen. h á

